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CONTEST

the question Some people think Jeff Bridges is the worst actor in the history of the universe. Some people say he’s an 
antichrist. Some people say John Carpenter isn’t fit to direct a Bryl-Cream commercial. Some people say 
Karen Allen is the only actress bad enough to make Harrison Ford look good. Some people just think she 
looks like Holly Hobby. We at Excalibur disagree.

What’s more, we’ve even managed to get 50—count’em, 50— passes to the new John Carpenter film 
STARMAN, starring you guessed it!—Karen Allen and Jeff Bridges. All you have to do to get yourself two 
passes is come into Excalibur and tell us what well endowed actress who used to be on Maude is currently 
married to John Carpenter.
(Typesetter’s Note: Hey! Harrison Ford is good!)

By HEIDI SILVERMAN

phmos: GARY SYMONS

How do you feel about the new examination schedule?

SEX IS BEAUTIFUL 
BUT IT SHOULDN'T INCLUDE 
UNPLEASANT SURPRISES.
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Carol Lang, Phys.Ed. II
“I’m not happy with it because 
all of my half course exams are in 
December instead of January. 
This puts a great amount of pres
sure on me.”

Mark Porter, Business I
“It’s pretty inconvenient be
cause I already made plans and I 
have to come to school for all 
four weeks.”
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Bart Steward, Music I
“I haven’t been overly affected 
because my major is music.”

IifRudy Giacchetti,
Political Science III
“I like it because I get to stay 
home for the next two weeks and 
ski.”
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York University Hamsters,
Extra Curricular II
“We think that it’s unfair for the 
students to suffer because of the

labor strikes here at York. We 
think that the University should 
have some sort of refund 
system.”

No kidding, you don’t know V 
experienced the Mont-Sainte-Anne i 

euphoria and nighUife,

W what you're missing if you've never 
r combination of daytime, ski-dazzling 
boogie-beat exhilaration!

The party begins in November and ends in May. Just pick the time, there’s always 
snow, heaven-made or man-made on 82% of the skiable surface. And more!
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A/YUKON JACK ATTACK S Mont-Sainte-Anne has a new triple chairlift, increasing the total lift capacity to A 

13 600 skiers per hour, and a choice of 30 magnificent slopes on 3 sides A ^ 
for coming down. . . our 2 050 feet vertical drop! ^ &

Once you’ve caught your breath following a thrilling run, check your A 
ski tips. Right there, at the foot of the mountain and in action-packed A ^ y? 

Québec City, you 11 find internationally famous menues and A A & 
discotheques, waiting to take your breath away again. It doesn’t A /

matter if you’re Canadian or American. Well always give you A y /
more than your money's worth here! ^ /
More ski slopes, more ski snow and A '

more ski and après-ski fun! A £
Find out about the latest skiing conditions by A ^/ 
simply dialing one of the following numbers: A . J'v /

Québec: (418) 827-4579, Montréal: (514) 861-6670, A A'
Toronto: (416) 482-1796. A Jg#
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Tho Bear Bite.
Qqueeze the juice of a 

\ W quartered lime over ice. 
“ A. Throw in 1% ounces of 

f/» Yukon Jack, top it up with 
' cola and you’ll have trapped 

i the Bear Bite. Inspired 
( in the wild, midst the 

,// damnably cold, this, the 
i , / black sheep of Canadian 
W liquors, is Yukon Jack.
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iThe Mack sheep of Canadian liquors. Concocted whh fine Canadian Whisky.
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'i/i/f sQuébec ssFor more Yukon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES, 
Box 2710, Postal Station “U,” Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5P1.
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